
How to invest in Philippine stock market?

Trading stocks is proven by a number of financial gurus and millionaires to be one of
the investments that gives you the highest returns. This offers you the best chance in
achieving your financial goals and gives you the ability to later enjoy the benefits of
your money working for you. But before you invest your hard earned cash, keep in
mind that risks could come along the way. This is where the important steps on how
to invest wisely come into play.

1. Assess your investment goal

Do you have plans of purchasing a new car or a house in few years’ time? Or are you
saving up for your retirement?

Before going to any form of investments, you must know where you will be using
your money in the future. Knowing your investment goals will help you in choosing
the appropriate form of investment you need-whether that’s the stock market, time
deposit, insurance or fixed-rate instruments.

Many financial consultants and stock market traders said that entering the stock
market should be a long-term goal.

2. Know how stock market works

The stock market provides you the opportunity to buy shares and became a
part-owner of big Philippine companies such as Jollibee and SM, under normal
circumstances, ordinary people would not have access to.

These companies sell portions of their corporation on the Philippine Stock Exchange
in order to raise capital, instead of borrowing from financial institutions or draining
cash flow.

3. Learn more about stock market trading

Now that you've oriented yourself with the stock market, the learning curve does not
stop there.

In stock trading, you do not only invest money but you also need to invest and
allocate much time to study more of this kind of investment. You can get useful
information by attending trainings and seminars that would properly guide you in
your investment. There are a number of brokerage firms or financial gurus that offer
free seminars and workshops for stock trading.

4. Know your risk profile

Assessing yourself whether you are a conservative investor, mid-risk or high-risk
investor will help you in deciding on your investment strategy. One way of knowing
your risk profile is to attend stock trading seminars or training.



5. Your strategy matters

As mentioned earlier, learning how your investment type works plays an important
role in your life. Being complacent that stock market will surely give you more
money is not a good perspective in the field of stock trading.

The strategy you take will reflect on the stocks you are buying. According to financial
experts, stocks could be volatile which means that there is a high potential to go
higher as well as to go down in the market. However, other stocks can steadily go up
in the market and have a small decrease only.

Financial gurus noted that an investor need to look at the fundamentals-such as
earnings, prospects, downside, managers of a company–as well as the technicals-like
charts, price performance of a stock–to know his /her investment strategy.

They also suggested to regularly check your investment frequent not just when the
market is going up. You need to define a time frame regardless whether the stock
market is up or down.

5. Set aside money when going into stocks

While trading stocks is one investment that could give you the highest returns, there
are no guarantees that there will be returns all the time. This is because the PSE and
the status of your stocks would still depend on the current situation of the country’s
economy. Thus, you should not rely on your investment only.

That is why investors like you make sure not to put all of your money or assets into it.
Only invest money that you are willing and comfortable losing. In that way, you still
secure a part of your money for your future’s use. This will also protect you if you
were to lose your money because of a sudden market crash or bad investment.This
advice is essential particularly to the new investors.

6. Choose a stockbroker/trading participant

According to the PSE, an investor would need at least the minimum amount of
investment of P5,000 to open a trading account.Now that you have the money to
invest, the next step is to open an account with a reputable stockbroker or a trading
participant.The PSE said that there are over 100 licensed stockbrokers, and your
choice depends on the type of service you need, traditional (orders are done via phone
call) or online.

You can get a complete list of accredited stockbrokers by visiting the PSE website,
www.pse.com.ph, or contacting the PSE at (632) 688-7600 or (632) 819-4100. To
make sure, you can get a complete list of accredited stock holders by visiting the
Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) website at www.pse.com.ph. Some of the
requirements to opening an account are two valid ID’s, specimen signature cards, and
proof of billing. You may also be asked to provide a cash deposit in order to begin
investing.
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